In a recent study it was suggested that the positively charged muon is capable of forming its own "atoms in molecules" (AIM) in the muonic hydrogen-like molecules, composed of two electrons, a muon and one of the hydrogen's isotopes, thus deserved to be placed in the Periodic Table [Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 16, 6602, 2014]. In present report, the capacity of the positively charged muon in forming its own AIM is considered in a large set of molecules replacing muons with all protons in the hydrides of the second and third rows of the Periodic Table. Accordingly, in a comparative study the wavefunctions of both sets of hydrides and their muonic congeners are first derived beyond the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) paradigm, assuming protons and muons as quantum waves instead of clamped particles. Then, the non-BO wavefunctions are used to derive the AIM structures of both hydrides and muonic congeners within context of the multi-component quantum theory of atoms in molecules. The results of the analysis demonstrate that muons are generally capable of forming their own atomic basins and the properties of these basins are not fundamentally different from those AIM containing protons. Particularly, the bonding modes in the muonic species seem to be qualitatively similar to their congener hydrides and no new bonding models is required to describe the bonding of muons to a diverse set of neighboring atoms. All in all, the positively charged muon is similar to proton from structural and bonding viewpoint and deserved to be placed in the same box of hydrogen in the Periodic Table. This conclusion is in line with a large body of studies on the chemical kinetics of the muonic molecules portraying the positively charged muon as a lighter isotope of hydrogen.
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Introduction
In recent decades there has been a growing interest in the chemistry of the exotic species, i.e. atomic and molecular species containing fundamental particles other than electrons and usual nuclei, where the muonic molecules are iconic examples. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Muons, as members of the lepton family, are heavier congeners of electrons, e m 8 .
206
; they are fermions appeared in both positively and negatively charged versions with a micro-second life time, ~2.2×10 -6 s. 6 The negatively charged muons, − µ , are particularly well-known for their predominant role in the muon catalyzed "cold fusion" that once was considered as a serious alternative to the fission based nuclear technology. 3, 4 In this process − µ , instead of electrons, acts as a "glue"
bringing two hydrogen isotopes in a hydrogen molecule into very close contact elevating the probability of the nuclear fusion considerably. 3 Alternatively, in the bound states of muonic molecules − µ encircles one of the nuclei in very tight orbits effectively reducing/screening one unit of the atomic number yielding a muon-induced "transmutation". [7] [8] [9] The positively charged muon, + µ , is usually assumed as a lighter isotope of hydrogen, 10, 11 and this has been strengthened further with recent comparative chemical kinetics studies.
12-16
+ µ is also used as a probe in various muon spin spectroscopes that recently have found vast applications in the field of radical chemistry and beyond. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] In a recent computational study we have proposed that + µ resembles a light isotope of hydrogen not only from kinetics view but also from "structural" viewpoint since it is capable of forming its own "atomic basin" within the muonic hydrogen molecule. 30 In other words, + µ is competent of accumulating electrons, forming a muon-electron(s) "cluster" that acts as an atom in a molecule. 31 This ability of 
The analysis done by the newly developed Multi-Component Quantum Theory of Atoms In
Molecules (MC-QTAIM) method, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] indicated that + µ in competition with the heavier hydrogen nuclei has a lesser capacity to maintain electrons in its own atomic basin. 30 Accordingly, the question emerges that + µ in competition with the nuclei of heavier elements still is capable of forming its own atomic basin. Present study is a primary attempt to answer this question.
The Periodic Table ( PT) has been organized using the trends observed in various basic macroscopic, e.g. melting and boiling temperatures, mass densities, etc., and "microscopic", e.g. oxidation numbers, electronegativity, atomic volumes and radii, etc., properties of the chemical elements. While chemists introduce atoms as the basic microscopic building blocks and the pillar of introducing microscopic properties of elements, what is really in back of their mind is an atom/element implanted in a "chemical environment", e.g. a molecule or a crystal, not just "free" atoms. 40 As a result, most of microscopic properties are describing aspects of "atom's response" to its environment, e.g. oxidations states or electronegativity, where the theoretical background for such properties is the concept of "atom in molecule/crystal". This concept is the basic unit that not only reveals the identity and properties of an element at microscopic level, but also reveals its slight variations in response to various environments.
Even the macroscopic/bulk properties of elements are eventually explained and recognized according to the nature of mutual interaction of atoms of an element thus inevitably tied to the properties of "atom in bulk". Accordingly, the PT is not the collection of the free atoms but basically the organization of atoms in molecules (AIM) based on their properties. Each atom in a molecule is a microscopic representative of an element in a chemical environment and the
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"box" of an element in the PT contains the properties of various typical AIM of an element, e.g. AIM with various oxidation numbers and atomic volumes. Although the concept of AIM has its root in nineteenth century chemistry, deep in the heart of the Structural theory of chemistry, 41 the modern incarnation of the AIM is within the context of the QTAIM. [42] [43] [44] The QTAIM methodology aims to extract real-space picture of a molecule or a crystal from its corresponding wavefunction deduced from Schrödinger's equation thus making a bridge between chemistry and quantum mechanics. Accordingly, the ab initio derived wavefunction is the "input" of the QTAIM analysis and the AIM morphology and properties are the "output".
However, the orthodox QTAIM is only capable of dealing with electronic wavefunctions where just electrons are treated as quantum waves but the nuclei as clamped particles. In other words, the orthodox QTAIM is inherently a "single-component" methodology unable to deal with systems containing two or more "types" of quantum waves. Even in the case of usual molecular species this is a shortcoming since beyond the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation and the concomitant clamped nuclei model, molecules are "multi-component" quantum systems and each nucleus must be treated as a quantum wave instead of a clamped particle. In the case of exotic species, the orthodox QTAIM is not applicable even within the BO approximation since both electrons and the light exotic particles of the molecular system under study must be treated as quantum waves. Thus, the exotic species are genuinely multicomponent systems and their AIM structure remains elusive from the standpoint of the singlecomponent theory. To overcome these deficiencies and extending the AIM analysis to the ab initio multi-component wavefunctions we have recently introduced an extended QTAIM methodology termed MC-QTAIM. 30, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] The MC-QTAIM methodology use both singlecomponent and multi-component wavefunctions as input delivering the AIM morphology and states. Based on this supposition, positron, the anti-particle of electron, does not deserved to be placed in the PT since previous computational studies revealed that this particle is unable to form independent AIM. 39, [45] [46] [47] On the other hand, the muonic Helium as a combined exotic particle, composed of an alpha particle and an encircling − µ , deserves to be placed in the same box of hydrogen in the PT since it forms its own AIM quite similar to proton containing atomic basins. 30 The short life time of the muonic Helium composite is not an obstacle since many radioactive and superheavy nuclei, composed of protons and neutrons, may have also exceedingly short lives but still to be placed in the PT. [48] [49] [50] Based on this reasoning, + µ ability to form AIM in various chemical environments is what must be checked to determine whether it deserves to be placed in the PT. On the other hand, the similarity or dissimilarity of these + µ containing AIM to those of proton containing AIM is a gauge to judge whether + µ must be placed in the box of hydrogen (as a member of hydrogen family), or independently in a new box for instance before hydrogen's box. In this study as a primary test hydrides of the second 
Computational Details
In order to perform the MC-QTAIM analysis, the multi-component wavefunctions of each species were derived employing the Nuclear-Electronic Orbital (NEO) methodology to perform ab initio calculations on MX k species including the series LiX, BeX 2 , BX 3 , CX 4 To begin the MC-QTAIM analysis each multi-component wavefunction was transformed to an "extended" WFN protocol involving the positions of the clamped nuclei and Bqs as well as the mass, charge and statistics of the particles treated as quantum waves. In the case of the NEO-HF wavefunctions both the optimized canonical spatial orbitals of electronic and muonic determinants were implemented in the extended protocol while in the case of the NEO-CI wavefunctions the natural electronic spatial orbitals were used instead. The whole procedure has been automated and incorporated into the modified NEO code and will be disclosed in detail in a future publication. The algorithm used for the MC-QTAIM analysis has been described comprehensively elsewhere and its machinery is not reiterated here. 32, 46 The MC-QTAIM analysis was done first performing the topological analysis of the Gamma density (vide infra) and deciphering the boundary of AIM, i.e. inter-atomic surfaces. [42] [43] [44] In next stage, the combined property densities were integrated in each atomic basin yielding the atomic properties. Since the computed ab initio virial ratio,
T V
, for some species deviate from its exact value, 2 − (see Table 1 ), an ad hoc virial scaling were done in computing atomic energies. 46 Checking the accuracy of the numerical basin integration algorithm, the net flux boundaries were all constructed using the AIMALL package. 55 Throughout the paper all results are offered in atomic units (au). has virtually no effect on the mean angles. The total kinetic energy of protons/muons, X K , in each species has been computed and presented in Table 1 , however, the kinetic energy depends on the number of particles. Thus, for a more clear picture Figure 1b presents the kinetic energy per particle, Clearly, muonic one-particle wavefunctions (orbitals) are more spatially extended than those of protons and roughly speaking, muons are vibrating with larger amplitudes than protons.
Ab initio calculations
To have a more detailed picture one may use the fact that the s-type Gaussian function is also the ground state eigenfunction of the 3D isotropic harmonic oscillator. 34 It is straightforward to demonstrate analytically that the force constant and zero-point energy (ZPE) of this oscillator are given by Through the SCF procedure of the NEO-HF, the more extended muonic orbitals are less capable of accumulating electrons around themselves than the protonic orbitals thus the electronic distribution also expands relative to the protonic congeners. Although the electronic expansion is best manifested in the MC-QTAIM analysis (vide infra), even at this stage it is traceable in ab initio data. Comparing total energies of the congener pair of the protonic and muonic species reveals that the total energy of the protonic species is always more negative than their muonic counterparts. Through the virial theorem,
the electronic kinetic energy), one inevitably comes to the conclusion that the electronic kinetic energies of the protonic species are larger than their muonic congeners in line with the computed electronic kinetic energies in Table 1 . Manifestly, the expanded electronic distribution of the muonic species yields a smaller electronic kinetic energy relative to their protonic congeners, which dominates the total energy, in contrast to the fact that protons themselves have smaller kinetic energies than muons. As a final check, Table S1 in supporting information offers the variationally optimized exponents of the electronic basis functions for all the considered species. Clearly, the mean of the exponents in the protonic species, 
The MC-QTAIM analysis
Topological analysis
The MC-QTAIM analysis begins with the topological analysis of the Gamma density, to that at the LCP, ~0.40 au. Interestingly, the ionized FH molecule, FH + , is also one of the rare examples that (3, -3) CP on the clamped proton may disappear during variations of the inter-nuclear distance. 59 Therefore, it is quite probable that any small variation of the Gamma density around the Bq, originating from the usage of a more advanced computational level or a more rigorous ab initio non-BO methodology, may yield the "missed" (3, -3) CP and the LCP in between (3, -3) CPs. We leave this possibility as an open problem for future studies since in a more rigorous ab initio study both nuclei, not just the proton, must be treated as quantum waves and the translational and rotational motions must be explicitly taken into account and excluded from the multi-component wavefunction. 60 The MGs of all the muonic species, field of the Gamma density. 31 As has been proposed recently, 39 in all such cases that + µ is unable to form its own atomic basin these species are better described as ( To have a more precise picture selected topological indices were computed at both LCPs and (3, -3) CPs associated with Bqs including the Laplacian of the Gamma density, Tables 4 and S4 reveals that the contribution of the electronic one-particle density is one order of magnitude larger than the mass-scaled one-particle density of protons/muons contributing to the Gamma density, ( ) ( )
, which is almost constant, 005 . 0 030 . 0 ± , in all the four series of species. As a result, the variation of the Gamma density at the (3, -3) CPs in each of the series of species is practically dictated by the electronic one-particle density. This is not the case when considering the Laplacian of the Gamma density and the Lagrangian kinetic energy density where the electronic and protonic/muonic contributions are within the same order of magnitude and almost comparable. The comparison of the non-scaled one-particle protonic and muonic densities as well as their Laplacians at the (3, -3) CPs associated to Bqs indeed confirms that muons are less localized than protons. This sparseness of the muonic one-particle density also reflects itself in smaller electronic one-particle density as well as
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Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics Accepted Manuscript larger (less negative) corresponding Laplacians at (3, -3) CPs associated to Bqs in the muonic species in comparison to their protonic congeners. These results are compatible with previous observations and point beyond any doubt to the fact that the muonic one-particle densities, through the SCF procedure of the NEO-HF method, are less capable of accumulating electrons around themselves than the more localized protonic one-particle densities.
To have a comparative picture of bonding modes in the protonic and muonic species, the electronic contribution of selected topological indices are considered which have been used within context of the orthodox QTAIM as indicators of bonding. 42 series indicate that in each series the ionic contribution to the bonding decreases while the covalent character increases. Accordingly, the one-particle density of electrons, the corresponding Laplacian, the electronic Hamiltonian energy density and the ratio of the electronic Lagrangian kinetic energy density to the electronic one-particle density all decrease. This is also generally in line with the usual orbital-based models used to rationalize the bonding modes of the main group hydrides, 56 though a comprehensive and detailed view of bonding only emerges after considering the results of basin integrations (vide infra). Exactly the same trends are also observable from the computed topological indices in the two muonic series and just small quantitative differences between the topological indices of the congener protonic and muonic species are observable. Nevertheless, such subtle differences do not seem to force one a radical departure from the bonding schemes conceived for the congener protonic species and at least in a qualitative viewpoint muon's bonding capability seems similar to that of the proton's.
Finally, it is illustrative to compare the topological analysis done on the two muonic series using the NEO-CI/[6-311+g(d)/4s1p:1s] wavefunctions, offered in Table S5 in supporting information, with that performed at the NEO-HF/[6-311+g(d)/4s1p:1s] level.
Comparison of Tables 2 and 3 with Table S5 unravels that topological analysis not only qualitatively, i.e. the number and types of CPs, but also quantitatively, i.e. topological indices computed at CPs, is not sensitive to electron correlation thus the results and patterns observed at NEO-HF level are virtually unaltered at NEO-CI level. Consequently, because of the observed insensitivity of the topological analysis to the inclusion of the electron correlation all subsequent discussions are confined to the NEO-HF wavefunctions.
Properties of AIM
To perform the basin integrations, the inter-atomic surfaces are first derived from the local zero-flux equation of the Gamma density, isotopes. 30 The observed trend in the computed atomic charges in current study also conforms to the stated conclusion and widens it applicability domain to "indirect" competition; when proton and , were computed and the latter offered in Figure 4b .
Evidently, 
34,35
The computed dipoles demonstrate that muonic basins are generally more "deformed" than their protonic congeners revealing the fact that neighboring basins have a larger impact on the charge separation and polarization of the muonic rather than protonic basins.
An outer iso-density surface of the Gamma density encompassing the whole molecule is used to introduce the molecular volume while the atomic volumes are delineated by their inter-atomic surfaces and the iso-density surface. 36 The value of the Gamma density used for the outer surface is to some extent arbitrary though iso-density surfaces emerging from . 0 = Γ q r au is used to compute the atomic and the molecular volumes. Taking the fact that the iso-density surfaces of the protonic/muonic species are usually far from the concentration centers of the protonic/muonic one-particle densities, practically, the electronic one-particle density dictates the shape of the iso-density surfaces. Clearly, as is offered in Figure 4c The basin energies are derived from the recently proposed local multi-component virial theorem, 34, 35 which equates the basin energy to the basin integration of the minus sum of all the kinetic energy densities. Accordingly, for the protonic/muonic species one arrives at: 
. However, as was demonstrated recently, 38 when proton/ + µ distribution is effectively confined to its own basin, it is possible to derive two separate local virial theorems, one for electrons and another one for proton/ + µ . In this case, the total basin energy is the sum 
. Figure 4d offers the percent ratio of the kinetic energy of proton/ + µ to the electronic kinetic energy in all the considered protonic/muonic basins,
, which for basins without proton/ + µ leakage is equal to:
. Even in the cases of the leakage, since the leakage is relatively small,
, the protonic/muonic contribution in basin energy is approximately equal to the kinetic energy per particle introduced previously,
. Based on the previously discussed ab initio results, muons are contributing ~2.3 times more to the basin energies than protons and Figure 4d demonstrates the percent ratio is always larger for the muonic basins compared to their protonic congeners. However, the variations of both protonic and muonic energy contributions in all the four series are small and variations of the percent ratio mainly reflects variations of the electronic contribution in each of the series of species.
On the other hand, the electronic contribution of the protonic basins is always larger than that of their muonic congeners and this is also in line with previously stated result that electrons circulating massive particles have larger kinetic energies than those circulating lighter particles. Overall, the electronic contribution dominants, and the basin energy of the protonic basins are always more negative than their muonic congeners.
Basin properties may be used to portray a more detailed picture of bonding in the protonic/muonic species complementing the primary image emerged from the topological analysis. The computed atomic charges conform to the view that protonic/muonic species containing electropositive central atoms from the extreme left-hand side of the rows are ionic systems. This is also in line with computed small electronic delocalization index ( e DI ) for these species, which has been introduced recently in addition to the e LI within the context of the MC-QTAIM. 36 However, for species containing electronegative elements from the extreme right-hand side of the rows, the computed atomic charges and the e DI unravel covalent bonding character with simultaneously appreciable ionic contribution. The simultaneous covalent-ionic character strengths the bonding of protonic/muonic basins to their neighbors in line with the well-known orbitals based models of bonding. 56 Once again, in line with the results of the topological analysis, the quantitative differences are subtle and no qualitative dissimilarity seems to be present between the mechanism of bonding in the protonic (hydrides) and the congener muonic species.
Conclusion and Prospects
In a comment on our previous computational paper on the MC-QTAIM analysis of selected muonic hydrogen species, 30 Philip Ball in his Crucible column in the Chemistry World proposed that the results point to the fact + µ may be placed as a new member in the box of hydrogen in the PT. 64 Although the original study was on shaky grounds with the limited considered species, present study seems to affirm that + µ not only from kinetics point of view, 13, 14 but also from the structural viewpoint is a lighter isotope of hydrogen. Accordingly, the similarities of On the other hand, recent interesting studies demonstrate that + µ , in contrast to its similarities to proton, may also yield unique modes of bonding that are peculiar to the heavier isotopes of hydrogen. [65] [66] [67] Such observations point to the interesting possibility that the MC-QTAIM analysis of the muonic species is not inevitably always similar to the protonic species and novel muonic bonding modes may also emerge from future MC-QTAIM studies.
Additionally, recent interest in various muon spin related spectroscopes and their applications in chemistry trigger the need for structural elucidation of the muonic species that materialize from exposing usual molecules to muonic beams produced in the particle accelartors. 4 Tracing + µ trapping sites of a host molecule is a key step to interpret the results of muon spin related spectroscopies, 4, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and various theoretical and computational strategies have been developed for this propose. [68] [69] [70] [71] The extended NEO code may also serve for this purpose since it is competent to be used for optimizing the pseudo-geometries of the muonic molecules as demonstrated in present study while searching for transition states opens the door for studying elementary chemical steps in ) and (g)
). The purple and green spheres are the (3,-3) CPs and LCPs, respectively. The (3, -3) CPs at (or very near) to the central nuclei have not been depicted for clarity of the shape. Each white line is one of the gradient paths on the inter-atomic surface and the blue spherical mesh is the iso-density surface of the muonic one-particle density, The symbols "M" and "X" stand for the central atoms and protons/muons in the considered species, respectively. "M-X" and "X-M-X" are the mean internuclear distances and angles, respectively, " X K " and " e K " are the total kinetic energy of protons/muons and the electronic kinetic energy, respectively, " X α " is the optimized exponents of the s-type Gaussian functions used to represent the protonic/muonic orbitals. All results are offered in atomic units. :1s] wavefunction. The symbol "Γ" stands for the Gamma density, "Lap. Γ" for the Laplacian of the Gamma density, "G" for the combined Lagrangian kinetic energy density, "M-LCP" and "LCP-X" for the lengths of the line paths linking each of (3, -3) CPs located in the M (central atoms) and X (proton and + µ ) basins to the LCP, respectively, and "TF" for the topological floppiness index (see text for details). All results are offered in atomic units. stands for the one-particle electron density, "Lap. ρ e " for the Laplacian of the one-particle electron density, "G e " for the electronic Lagrangian kinetic energy density, and "H e " for the electronic Hamiltonian energy density (see text for details). All results are offered in atomic units. 
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